Boycott possible

Students for New Action Politics (SNAP), meeting today to discuss a possible boycott of the upcoming wrestling match with Brigham Young University.

Dave Freeman, spokesman for SNAP, said, "We are going to discuss ways to protest the blanket racism policy of the Mormon Church.

The protest will be directed at a situation that seems to be plaguing the entire campus. This may range from a symbolic wearing of black arm bands to picketing. The students have been asked by Freeman not to participate in any activity that would disrupt the campus atmosphere.

The protest will be directed at a situation that seems to be plaguing the entire campus. This may range from a symbolic wearing of black arm bands to picketing. The students have been asked by Freeman not to participate in any activity that would disrupt the campus atmosphere.

Boycott possible

by KEN HYLAND
Staff Writer

It's not what you say, it's a matter of how you say it and how other people take what you say. This sums up the semantics problem that seems to be plaguing the recognition of Greek organizations on this campus.

The breakdown of communications has come between the Intra-Fraternity Council (IFC) and the college administration and specifically in regard to a letter received by Pres. Robert E. Kennedy last year from Jim Kelly, the president of IFC at the time. This letter said that the present IFC was no longer interested in continuing the negotiations for recognition at that time, but that sometime in the future some other IFC might be.

This letter has produced two different conceptions on what the official stand of IFC was.

Kennedy, according to a letter received by Mustang Daily, interpreted the letter to mean that IFC did not want to abide by certain regulations that would go along with college recognition.

On the other hand, Loren Sutherland, the present IFC president and author of the letter, interpreted the letter to mean that IFC knew and agreed to the regulations, but these were not the regulations in question.

Sutherland also said that the atmosphere of the negotiations was "not right," and that he did not want to continue them until more "faith" is expressed on the part of the administration.

The demand for a financial statement has not been determined, but according to Kennedy last year from Jim Kelly, the president of IFC at the time, this letter said that the present IFC was no longer interested in continuing the negotiations for recognition at that time, but that sometime in the future some other IFC might be.

This letter has produced two different conceptions on what the official stand of IFC was.

Kennedy, according to a letter received by Mustang Daily, interpreted this to mean that IFC did not want to abide by certain regulations that would go along with college recognition.

On the other hand, Loren Sutherland, the present IFC president and author of the letter, interpreted this to mean that IFC had recently changed their payment system over to a computer and that they would pay within the next month. Another account has had a change of ownership and the new owner is attempting to pay all bills incurred by the former owner.

The board already furnishes complete financial reports to the ASI, according to Nicholson. However, the board agreed to furnish a list of accounts receivable, but no names will be released because the board felt that Mustang Daily owes its advertisers the courtesy of keeping their names confidential.

Board bows to SEC threats

Loren Nicholson, advertising adviser and College President's representative on the Publishers' Board, said, "The cash charges and receipts forms that we give Mrs. Stewart (who handles ASI funds) name every account we've done business with and it names every account that has paid us money. The difference between the two represents the people who haven't paid their bill for any given month."

"That's exactly it," Jones said, "they already have them up there if they'd just look for them." Jones said that he talked with the majority of the members of SEC and only two of them really care about seeing that the financial statement is submitted, but "they have to because they opened their mouths."

The demand for a financial statement is primarily concerned with what SEC members have referred to as "bad debts," or accounts receivable.

Business Manager Jim Canaday told the board that he only has three accounts that he considers uncollectable, and all of these are left-over from last year. They total about $250 in back bills. He also explained that one large account has recently changed their payment system over to a computer and that they will pay within the next month. Another account has had a change of ownership and the new owner is attempting to pay all bills incurred by the former owner.

The board already furnishes complete financial reports to the ASI, according to Nicholson. However, the board agreed to furnish a list of accounts receivable, but no names will be released because the board felt that Mustang Daily owes its advertisers the courtesy of keeping their names confidential.

Teachers union sought

Letters are being circulated to the faculty on campus urging the instructors to sign a letter of intent to join a proposed statewide union of college instructors.

The new association which is tentatively called The United Professors of California will be the result of a merger of two already existing organisations, the Association of California State Professors and the American Federation of Teachers. To become a reality the proposed organization would have to have the defined percentage of the faculty teaching in the state colleges by March 12.

"There is not a significant enough part of the faculty in any organisation to exercise any influence on an issue," said John Lowry, professor in the Mathematics Department.

"Faculty organisations have no influence," Lowry continued. "All they can hope to have is influence. Some organisations are sometimes called to testify before legislative committees and before the public. The associations would like to be able to influence the policy decisions that are made which concern the educational system.

The ACSCP and the AFT would be different since they have different aims and different campuses," Lowry said, "but they felt that they had enough interest to merge their efforts.

"Collective bargaining and teacher strikes are controversial issues," Lowry said, "but I can see where there is no unanimity of opinion among the different associations on whether there should be collective bargaining and who should be the agent if there is collective bargaining.

"Both the statewide bodies of the AFT and the ACSCP are in favor of collective bargaining," he said, "but the "Trustees have voted not to allow any instruments for collective bargaining on the part of the faculty of the state colleges."

One of the benefits of belonging to a faculty association, according to Lowry, is that members are able to purchase insurance at a lower rate than would be possible on an individual basis.
SEC ultimate unjust

Kathy Levett
Editor-in-Chief

Letter to the editor

"Liberal arts is very weak here—it should not exist but is required"

The Student Executive Cabinet (SEC), composed of the chairmen of all of the student boards on campus, is endeavoring to go into the publishing business. The 11 members wish to start with the most difficult phase of the operation—the collection of accounts receivable.

Because of a sily argument over $250 of alleged "bad debts," SEC has threatened to close this newspaper. A provision of Budget Bill 68-3 which was passed by the Student Affairs Council (SAC) last Spring. Part of the bill—specified that this newspaper submit monthly financial reports to SEC. If this demand was not met, SEC would "freeze" the newspaper funds until such a report was submitted.

The foolishness of the action is evident in several ways. Actually this demand has been met because each month this newspaper submits a financial statement to Mrs. Stewart in the ASI office. That account lists the money spent and the money taken in each month. By comparing the two figures anyone could determine if the paper made money or lost money in any given month.

Recently, according to Paul Kreage, ASI president, the figures on record with Mrs. Stewart are not enough. Kreage and SEC want the names of accounts that have not paid their bills to date.

The inherent danger in a demand such as this can be readily seen by anyone who knows the facts. This newspaper sells advertising to a wide variety of businesses and some businesses have unique arrangements with the paper. Last quarter one of our largest accounts paid at the end of the quarter. The bill came to several hundred dollars, but the paper's business manager knew that the bill would be paid. What would SEC have done if the name of this one account had been submitted to them?

The most important objection to the SEC demand is that the list of the accounts would have been used to harass the advertisers in question. Why else would a board of students insist that names be submitted. Obviously they aren't satisfied with the reports that are submitted each month as a matter of record.

One of the strong objections against this demand by SEC was that they seem to be satisfied with the reports submitted to the TCU by other ASI budgeted groups on campus, and some of these are the groups who waste the money. It seems ludicrous that they would demand a more detailed report from a newspaper that makes money year after year.

Granted, SAC wrote off an accumulation of bad debts last year, but the debts were over a period of eight years and the average for each year was approximately $374, a small amount for a business of this nature. Every newspaper encounters businesses that go bankrupt or are unable to pay their debts for some reason or another. Some local businesses are still recovering from last year's floods. The important point is that this newspaper has made money for the past several years, with a profit of $3,913.42 last year.

The most important objection to the SEC demand is the dubious legality of the action. In May of 1967, after a year of hearings on the subject, President Robert E. Kennedy released a policy statement for the guidance of all publications. An excerpt from that statement he specified that the Publishers' Board has the power to "approve and administer the budget of the publications receiving ASI financial support including authority to make internal budgetary adjustments.

The purpose for his statement was to remove control of the paper and other publications from the small minds of student government and put it in the hands of a group of student government. It was the most important thing that the student government did in the year that our student government was in control.

Once the money has been budgeted to the various publications concerned, we believe that student government should keep its nose out of the publishing business. To know the most about running a newspaper—the average student pursuing an entirely unrelated major course of study or journalists and business majors?
Students journey to S.F. for, "Flights of Fancy..."

Can you remember your first day on campus as a freshman? Do you recall trying to play it cool about knowing where you were going, for fear someone might see you as a newcomer and ask if you were lost?

This problem of new student orientation will be studied by John Lucin, assistant activities director, when he accompanies four students to an institute on "College Orientation Programs in the 70's" on Feb. 13-15.

The two day conference, to be held at the Hilton Inn in San Francisco, is being sponsored by the Higher Education Executive Associates. It will be devoted to a means of orienting new college members to their home away from home.

Lucin reports that delegations from colleges and universities all over the United States are expected to attend. "It will give this campus a chance to see how other schools handle the problem of orientation and an opportunity to evaluate our own program."

**Miss Engineering winner announced**

Attractive Betty HSiecks, winner of the 1970 Miss Engineering Week title, will be presented to the students of the School of Engineering at an all-school meeting to be held Thursday, Feb. 21 during college hour in the Air Conditioning Auditorium.

Miss Engineering, a history major and recent transfer to this college from Santa Barbara, was sponsored by the Industrial Technology Society, and was selected from a field of 13 attractive girls. A panel of six judges made up of students and faculty members of the school of Engineering.

At Miss Engineering, Betty will represent the college during National Engineering Week, Feb. 20-28, and will take part in many activities including a banquet and symposium.

Also during the all-school meeting Archie Higdon, dean of the School of Engineering, will speak with students concerning preparations, the Master of Engineering program, and the status of the Junior Quarter.

According to Paul D. Sanguinetti, industrial engineering junior and associate professor of Industrial Engineering, "Dean Higdon is anxious to have as many engineering students attend the meeting as possible. He will try and answer as many questions as he can. We are aiming for maximum attendance."

Dead letter?

In R. White, Dean of the Canterbury Cathedral, received a letter few days ago addressed to T.A. Bedell, E.C., care of the Canterbury Cathedral. "This coming years, you are to be a record in postal days," said the dean. Bedell died in 1179 A.D.

---

**RCA On Campus Interviews for Computer Sales and Systems**

February 26

BS, BA and MBA candidates: Interview RCA, on campus, for our Computer Sales and Systems Program. The Program consists of 10 weeks of formal training at Cherry Hill, New Jersey that will provide you with a broad knowledge of the field of your choice — Sales or Systems — followed by an assignment at one of our field sales offices located throughout the United States. You will be working directly with the complete Spectra 70 family of computers which are highlighted by large-scale communications and time-sharing applications.

See your placement officer to arrange an interview. Or write to RCA College Relations, Dept. CSS, Building 205-1, Camden, N. J. 08101. We are an equal opportunity employer.
Rich Maender thought safety belts were just for high speed driving.

What's your excuse?
Feedback: 'What is your opinion of Mustang Daily?'

Jane Christienson
Child Development
Junior

"Well, sports seems pretty up-to-date. I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

Deana Jensen
History
Senior

"I don't read it too often because it depends on what the article is about. I get the attitude that people are doing articles because they have to and they write about anything to get rid of an assignment. Maybe Mustang Daily needs a comic strip."

Ron Walden
English
Junior

"The paper never seems to take a stand against the administration or anything. Not that it is doing it deliberately, it's just my opinion. For a college paper, the Daily is authentically conservative. It reflects the different aspects of college life. If you have your own comments to add because no one expressed your opinion, Mustang Daily welcomes letters to the editor. Next week: "Is a student government necessary on this campus?"

"It's not a bad paper. They could use more editorials. It's more a middle-of-the-road paper, not liberal and not conservative. I'd like to see it go both ways. It could use a little more world news. Once in a while it seems like a narrow-minded reporter wrote an article, but they are usually all right."

"It's time you owned a good pair of sun glasses. Really good ones that fully protect your eyes from sun and glare. Find true comfort that only professional-quality optical glass lenses can give you. Many, many styles.

Robert Smith
Home Economics
Sophomore

"There are a lot of good articles about involvement in school, things I wouldn't have known about unless I read them in the paper. It's weird about some people not getting credit; some of the really good articles don't have names on them. Somebody wrote about the rodeo and they didn't know as much as I did. Maybe you should get someone who really knows about rodeos or other things to write about them."

Austin Actis
Animal Husbandry
Freshman

"Well, sports seems pretty up-to-date. I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

Richard O'Neill
Administrations
Senior

"I'd like to see more articles like Rick Randolph does on human interest. The Daily is more to read for relaxation than as a news paper. I definitely like the way the paper has taken on no stand. It hasn't become really radical or conservative and it presents both sides of an issue. It really needs a lot of human interest articles and more pictures."

"Actually I don't read the paper very much. I pick it up every so often and if anything interests me I read it. I don't really care about the features. I usually just look at the pictures."

Jane Christienson
Child Development
Junior

"I'd like to see more articles like Rick Randolph does on human interest. The Daily is more to read for relaxation than as a news paper. I definitely like the way the paper has taken on no stand. It hasn't become really radical or conservative and it presents both sides of an issue. It really needs a lot of human interest articles and more pictures."

"I'd like to see more articles like Rick Randolph does on human interest. The Daily is more to read for relaxation than as a news paper. I definitely like the way the paper has taken on no stand. It hasn't become really radical or conservative and it presents both sides of an issue. It really needs a lot of human interest articles and more pictures."

"I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

Bruce Actis
Animal Husbandry
Sophomore

"I'd like to see more articles like Rick Randolph does on human interest. The Daily is more to read for relaxation than as a news paper. I definitely like the way the paper has taken on no stand. It hasn't become really radical or conservative and it presents both sides of an issue. It really needs a lot of human interest articles and more pictures."

Charlie Chen
Social Science
Sophomore

"I'd like to see more articles like Rick Randolph does on human interest. The Daily is more to read for relaxation than as a news paper. I definitely like the way the paper has taken on no stand. It hasn't become really radical or conservative and it presents both sides of an issue. It really needs a lot of human interest articles and more pictures."

"I'd like to see more articles like Rick Randolph does on human interest. The Daily is more to read for relaxation than as a news paper. I definitely like the way the paper has taken on no stand. It hasn't become really radical or conservative and it presents both sides of an issue. It really needs a lot of human interest articles and more pictures."
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"I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

"I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

"I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

"I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."

"I like articles like the one about the gene mutating effects of drugs. I don't read the paper that much, at least not all of it. When I do, I pick out the topics that seem interesting. I'd like to see more articles about students. The paper centers on clubs and activities too much."
Mustang track and field are tops

Part I
by GARY WILLIAMS
Sports Writer

On the coast of California is a small state college which currently is the defending champion in the NCAA small college division of track and field.

Cal Poly has won the national championship two years straight now. For a small college that isn't too bad, considering second place last year went to a track power, Occidental.

Dick Purcell, the track coach, has only been at Cal Poly four years. His first year his team finished third in the conference, the CCAA. The second year they won the conference and finished third in the nationals. His third and fourth years have brought conference champions as well as national champions. A graduate of Western State College in Colorado, Purcell coached at Atascadero high school for four years. It was at Atascadero where he won 50 straight dual meets.

When Purcell accepted the job of head track coach he was receiving a job that had no scholarship money at all. Walt Williams, who Purcell was assistant to, retired for the simple fact that he couldn't get good athletes without money. Purcell had ideas to cure the money factor, some worked, some didn't. Buck Owens performed at a benefit for the track team, which helped put $3,000 in the track kitty. But Purcell quickly used the money to fulfill the promised scholarships of Coach Williams. This put the money situation back to normal.

It might be interesting to note that Purcell still has no money, but he does have a powerful track team. To get to Ashland, Ohio last year Purcell had to literally beg for money. He finally received $900 from a little old lady who wanted San Luis Obispo to have another national championship.

Back in Ashland Cal Poly didn't disappoint the little lady. The final tally showed the small California state school with 78 points and second place Occidental with 43 points. Cal Poly came home with 13 All-Americans and three national champions. Thirteen of those 15 athletes were not on any kind of scholarship. The two that were are Mathieu Michael, a Freshman from Ethiopia, who won the 600 yard run in 1:18.9 and Lew DeWinter, the Danish sprint champion who has run 9.4 in the 100 yard dash and 20.8 in the 220 yard dash. You might say they are worth a scholarship of some kind.

(Cont'd on page 7)
Gary's Column

(Cont'd from page 6)

Those who were not on any scholarships are very impressive. The leader of the group is a freshmen multicultural student named Bob Newton. Newton placed second in the 440 yard dash and anchored the mill which consisted of three freshmen, to second place. Newton's time for the three freshman, to second place. Newton placed only one shoe on. His teammate was 47.3, the fastest small lock 47.3, the fastest small.

Isn't so great, but he ran it with one shoe on. His teammate kicked the other shoe off during their hand-off. Newton placed only one shoe on. His teammate kicked the other shoe off during their hand-off.
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Those who were not on any scholarships are very impressive. The leader of the group is a freshmen multicultural student named Bob Newton. Newton placed second in the 440 yard dash and anchored the mill which consisted of three freshmen, to second place. Newton's time for the three freshman, to second place. Newton placed only one shoe on. His teammate was 47.3, the fastest small lock 47.3, the fastest small.

Isn't so great, but he ran it with one shoe on. His teammate kicked the other shoe off during their hand-off. That victorious two mile relay was anchored by Mathies Michael in 5:06. Michael had to out-kick his counterpart, the Oldest member of the mile relay, he placed fourth in the 440 yard dash last year. He hit the 25 foot mark for Cal Poly in 9.0 and the 220 yard dash in 21.7. That's not bad for a group of kids. Their night, as only 10 counted.

The following B game looked like another home win, but with less than a minute to play CSLA tied the game at 23-23. Going into the fourth quarter the Mustangs held a 7 point lead, but were out-scored 11-4 in the quarter to send the game into overtime.

In the overtime period CSLA wasted no time in taking a two point lead. Poly quickly tied the game at 34-34. With one minute left CSLA took the lead on a charity shot and held on to win 36-34.

A's win, B's lose

After a slow starting first quarter the women's basketball team coasted to an easy win over Cal State Los Angeles last Friday night for their first win of the season.

The following B game looked like another home win, but with less than a minute to play CSLA tied the game at 23-23. Going into the fourth quarter the Mustangs held a 7 point lead, but were out-scored 11-4 in the quarter to send the game into overtime.

In the overtime period CSLA wasted no time in taking a two point lead. Poly quickly tied the game at 34-34. With one minute left CSLA took the lead on a charity shot and held on to win 36-34.

JUNIOR, SENIOR WOMEN CHALLENGING JOBS
NEW HORIZONS FOR YOU
LT. SYBILL VOOS, USN
will be on campus at the placement center on 11, 12 February from 1000 - 2:30 p.m.
Golf hopes high

by BILL KINGSBAKER
Sports Writer

Coach Bill Hicks, in his first year as varsity golf coach, is optimistic toward the 1970 golf season.

Welcoming back four lettermen and four junior college transfers, Hicks believes the Mustang golfers have an excellent chance for the CCAA crown.

Jim Keiger, SLO Cal City Champion, will lead the last of twelve golfers on the team. Keiger, a 6'6" transfer from Monterey, has held the number one spot since qualifying began last month.

Steve Lockyer, who finished seventh in the CCAA tournament last year, will challenge Keiger for the first spot. Seniors Perry Edwards and Dave Hyde who return from last year's team will be strong assets to the Mustang greensmen.

Hicks welcomes three other JC transfers to the 1970 team. Greg Stafford and Dave Hyd who attended College of Sequoias, helped their team to a league championship and a trip to the state tournament. Bill Kingsbaker, a transfer from Bakersfield, finished seventh in the Western States Conference.

Hicks hopes to get a lot of help from two fine sophomore golfers. Greg Stafford, a regular on last year's squad, should be a strong asset to the team as should Bill Snell. A sophomore in standing, this is Snell's first year out for golf. During the past few months of practice Snell has been most impressive on the course. Averaging less than 80 strokes in his last two qualifying rounds, Snell also has a hold-on-one to his credit which he fired on San Luis Obispo Country Club's 145 yard eighth hold.

Mike Newell and Bob Pagam will be strong contenders to break into the Mustang first six. The CCAA conference consist of five teams. They are: Cal Poly SLO, Cal State Fullerton, San Fernando Valley State, UC Riverside, and Cal Poly Pomona. The Mustang golfers open their 1970 season on Friday, February 13 at the Bulldog vendetta with 28 points, while five other Fresno players boasted double digits.

Leading scorer for the Mustang attack was Dennis d'Autremont. The 5-4 Junior tossed in 17 points while Doug Smith added 15 and Dirk Stone 14.

Dennis d'Autremont got 6 points, Doug Smith got 18 and Lew Jackson got a black eye.

This week, the Mustangs take their 10-7 league record to the Men's Gym for two very important games. Friday night its University of California at Riverside and Saturday they take on Cal Poly Pomona. Defeating both teams will give the Mustangs a chance at the CCAA small college regional.

Basketballers shunned

by CAROL CHADWICK
Sports Writer

Maybe it was the weather. Perhaps it was the crowd. The only thing that is definite was the loss.

Friday night the Mustang basketball squad ventured into Fresno State Building territory, and were chewed up, 105-87.

The revenge-seeking Bulldogs had a score to settle after being humbled by the Mustangs two weeks ago, 78-67. Lucius Davis led the Bulldog vetted with 28 points, while five other Fresno players boasted double digits.

Leading scorer for the Mustang attack was Dennis d'Autremont. The 5-4 Junior tossed in 21 points, while Doug Smith added 15 and Dirk Stone 14.

Dennis d'Autremont got 8 points, Doug Smith got 18 and Lew Jackson got a black eye.

This week, the Mustangs take their 2-2 league record to the Men's Gym for two very important games. Friday night its University of California at Riverside and Saturday they take on Cal Poly Pomona. Defeating both teams will give the Mustangs a chance at the CCAA small college regional.